Tuesday-Wednesday, July 15-16, 2015
Dear friends and family in support of our DR mission trip,
Today, and for the rest of the week, we engage the El Amirante community (a very poor barrio of Santo
Domingo, long neglected by civic leaders until recently) on four fronts: (1) home visits with sponsored kids
and their extended families; (2) medical clinics for those in need of vaccinations; (3) Vacation Bible School
(more on VBS tomorrow, with room for pics!); (4) construction work on bathrooms.
With sponsored kids, lots of growth between visits.
Yet the bonds are instant, reunions genuine, providing
photo ops that one cannot pass by. If only a photo
could also express the sheer delight as a young child
embraces their “American mom,” or beams at a mentor
(here, Martires) willing to coach a fatherless boy.
At left, Jeff & Rhonda Jankowski and daughter Kailey
greet & treat their sponsored child & family. At right,
they delight José and his two sisters with glove & ball,
and dolls. (The little sis is unexpected,
but these sponsors are led to bring an
extra gift.) All raised by grandma.

.
Rick & Casey Zynda sponsor a boy and a girl who are learning new things, such a Frisbee toss, and “reading
literature”; hence the HPC “Mission4Kids” created laminated bookmarks conveying, “Jesus love… made in
USA!” Zyndas, in response, are organizing the community’s first library. More on that later.
Many hands make for
light work. On two sites,
“hands of hope” visibly
apply God’s hidden hand
of blessing in cutting bars
of steel to hold the
cement-walled bathrooms & septic tanks together—which cement is also made by
hands working shovels and troweling it between concrete blocks
stacked 6 ft high. Pics of completed bathrooms come tomorrow!
On the same courtyard, upper floor, several nurses, e.g., Katie (giving a shot)
& Andi (on floor with one kid and fiancé Zach), plus one physician’s assistant
(Myra) are putting their hands & heads & hearts together to vaccinate the kids.

Other “hands of hope”
make beautiful plates of
food that feed 34 at lunch.
Tonight, leaders of El
Amirante and a team of
translators walk us thru
their neighborhoods and talk to us of partnership. At the community reception, old-timers turn out, but so do
the police (acknowledging something good in their midst!) and an ensemble of kids marching to the beat of a
different drum; other kids bond in our laps or pose for hammed up photos. No room,… more tomorrow.
We’re all about relationships, as the love of Christ compels us. So hasta mañana, i.e., until tomorrow!

